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Abstract

DSTC’s model transformation tool, Tefkat, is an im-
plementation of a declarative transformation language pro-
posed in reposonse to the OMG’s MOF 2.0 QVT RFP. The
language contains several distinct features aimed specifi-
cally at enabling re-use and enhacing the maintainability of
large transformation specifications. In this position paper
we describe these features, how they contribute to the lan-
guage and the definition of transformations, and the benefits
when compared to other approaches.

1 Introduction

DSTC has been researching model-based transforma-
tions as part of its current 7-year research programme, using
a number of different approaches. Some of our experiments
are described in [2]. These experiments and an examina-
tion of the experiments of others, have lead us to develop a
set of requirements, in addition those given in the OMG’s
MOF 2.0 QVT RFP [3], for a transformation language. A
language satisfying these requirements will be suitable for
describing transformations in a precise but readable man-
ner; the kind of language required to describe the model to
model mappings needed to realise the MDA vision.

This paper is structured as follows: we briefly describe
our transformation language’s structure and features, then
we introduce a simple transformation problem and use it as
a basis for discussion of how particular features of our lan-
guage contribute to the ability to write re-usable and main-
tainable model transformations.

2 The Transformation Language

A transformation in our language [1] consists of the fol-
lowing major concepts: transformation rules, tracking rela-
tionships, and pattern definitions.

Transformation rules are used to describe the things
that should exist in a target extent based on the things that
are matched in a source extent. Transformation rules can

be extended, allowing for modular and incremental descrip-
tion of transformations. More powerfully, a transformation
rule may also supersede another transformation rule. This
allows for general case rules to be written, and then special
cases dealt with via superseding rules. For example, one
might write a naive transformation rule initially, then super-
sede it with a more sophisticated rule that can only be ap-
plied under certain circumstances. Superseding is not only
ideal for rule optimization and rule parameterization, but
also enhances reusability since general purpose rules can
be tailored after-the-fact without having to modify them di-
rectly.

Tracking relationships are used to associate a target el-
ement with the source elements that lead to its creation.
Since a tracking relationship is generally established by sev-
eral separate rules, they allow other rules to match elements
based on the tracking relationship independently of which
rules were applied or how a target element was created. This
allows one set of rules to define what constitutes a particu-
lar relationship, while another set depends only on the ex-
istence of the relationship without needing to know how it
was defined. This kind of rule decoupling is essential for
rule reuse via extending and superseding to be useful.

Pattern definitions are used to label common structures
that may be repeated throughout a transformation. A pat-
tern definition has a name, a set of parameter variables, a
set of local variables, and a term. Parameter variables can
also be thought of as formal by-reference parameters. Pat-
tern definitions are used to name a query or pattern-match
defined by the term. The result of applying a pattern def-
inition via a pattern use is a collection of bindings for the
pattern definition’s parameter variables.

3 An Example

To set the scene, consider the problem of representing
data described by an object-oriented class diagram in a rela-
tional database. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show possible models
of the concepts involved in these two domains.

This is an interesting transformation problem because
the two models are familiar to many people, and they are
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Figure 1. Simple source and target models

not so similar that a transformation is essentially one-to-
one. Additionally, there are simple alternative transforma-
tions possible that result in different performance character-
istics that we can also explore.

Let us consider what such a transformation might in-
volve. Firstly, we might expect each Class to have a cor-
responding Table, each DataType to have a corresponding
Type, and each Attribute of each Class to have a correspond-
ing Column in the corresponding Table.

Since our class model doesn’t contain any information
about the combination of attributes (if any) that constitute
a key, we will also need a Column per Table to store an
object-idthat represents an object’s identity.

Noting that an Attribute may be multi-valued, it would
be rather inefficient to store all the other attributes multiple
times in order to store the multi-valued attribute. Instead,
we want a separate table for each Column corresponding to
a multi-valued Attribute along with a Column for the object-
id so we can perform the requisite joins.

If an Attribute’s type is a DataType, then the correspond-
ing Column’s type would be the Type corresponding to the
DataType, but if the Attribute’s type is a Class, then the cor-
responding Column would need to be a foreign key, so its
type would be that of the (primary) key of the referenced
table which is the object-id Column.

4 Features supporting re-use and maintain-
ability

4.1 Declarative rules and implicit object creation

Reflecting on the above description, the first thing to no-
tice is that the description is declarative – it describes the

things we want to generate and the reasons why we want
to generate them, but it does not say how or when to create
them, nor does it involve a description of traversing either
the source or the target models. Additionally, while there
are natural dependencies between parts of the description,
there is no explicit statement of “do this then do that”; rule
ordering is implicit, not explicit.

By adopting a declarative approach to transformation
specification and letting the transformation engine deter-
mine the order of rule application based on the implicit de-
pendencies, objects are just created as needed.

This means that the transformation specifier is relieved
of the burden of ensuring an object has been created at the
right time and with the right type. For example, a rule may
want an object to actually be an instance of a sub-class of
the type it was given when another rule created it.

Additionally, relying on the engine to create objects at
the right time and with the right type makes it much simpler
to make changes to a transformation specification, or when
re-using existing transformation rules.

4.2 Loosly coupled rules

Our experiences have shown that there are 3 fairly com-
mon styles to structuring a large or complex transformation,
reflecting the nature of the transformation. They are:

source-driven, in which each transformation rule is a sim-
ple pattern (often selecting a single instance of a class
or association link). The matched element(s) are trans-
formed to some larger set of target elements. This style
is often used in high-level to low-level transformations
(e.g., compilations) and tends to favour a traversal style



of transformation specification. This works well when
the source instance is tree-like, but is less suited to
graph-like sources;

target-driven, in which each transformation rule is a com-
plex pattern of source elements (involving some highly
constrained selection of various classes and associa-
tion links). The matched elements are transformed to a
simple target pattern (often consisting of a single ele-
ment). This style is often used for reverse-engineering
(low-level to high-level) or for performing optimiza-
tions (e.g., replacing a large set of very similar ele-
ments with a common generic element);

aspect-driven, in which the transformation rule is not
structured around objects and links in either the source
or target, but more typically around semantic concepts,
e.g., transforming all imperial measurements to metric
ones, replacing one naming system with another, or
the various parts of the object-relational transforma-
tion described above.

We believe that a good transformation language must
support all three styles of transformation specification.
However many transformation languages adopt an explicit
rule-invocation style that makes aspect-driven rules difficult
or impossible to write. This is because rules are only ever
applied as a result of traversing a model and explicitly in-
voking them.

A consequence of the need to explicitly invoke a rule
is that all the rules become coupled, and that to properly
understand any individual rule one must understand all the
rules it invokes transitively and the context in which it is
invoked. This need to understand large numbers of rules all
linked together is a barrier to maintainability.

By adopting a semantics where all rules are applied to-
gether rather than starting from an entry-rule and relying on
invocation, the problem of having to understand large num-
bers of coupled rules is avoided.

Note, sometimes it is desirable to be able to specify rules
that capture the structure that is common to multiple rules
in a single place. Such rules can be marked as abstract to
indicate that they should not be applied except when they
are extended by another rule.

Additionally, given a source metamodel,MS , and a
transformation specification,T that transforms instances of
MS , it becomes difficult to re-use and extendT to define
a transformationT ′ that transforms instances of the meta-
modelT ′S that extendsTS . This is because rules inT ′ can
call rules inT , but not the other way around, so polymor-
phism in the source metamodel cannot be exploited.

The use of tracking relationships creates indirect links
between rules which can operate both fromT ′ to T and
from T to T ′. This makes it much easier to extend an exist-

ing transformation because each tracking relationship effec-
tively establishes a logical extension point that spans rules.

4.3 Rule overriding

When dealing with transformation libraries or legacy
transformations, it may be necessary to disable a particu-
lar rule, or to otherwise restrict the set of objects to which it
applies, and to perform a different rule instead.

The concept of rule superseding is introduced in our lan-
guage to allow for this without requiring the original rule to
be modified in any way.

5 Conclusion

We believe that for MDA to succeed as an approach
for building large-scale, and long-lived systems, the trans-
formation language used must include features to support
maintainability and re-use of transformation specifications.

Using the implementation1 of our language we will
demonstrate how the language features described in this pa-
per are used to implement the example mapping described
in Section 3.
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